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Key: G# F#, E, B

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
F# -   244322
G# -   466544
B -    x24442
C# -   x46664
G#m -  466444
C#m -  x46654
A -    x02220
E -    022100
A/C# - x476xx
Eb -   x68886

Intro: F#-- x2

Verse 1:
G#
Texting my friends
got to get the day planned
    F#
Get up on my feet
B            C#
places to go people to see
G#
Kick it at the mall
                     F#
get to rehearsal J-j-jam
               B
some new tunes I gotta
    C#
run so much to do

Refrain 1:
  A
I like my world spinning



       B
just a little too fast
    A/C#
But now I m in a classroom
twirling my hair Just
Eb
waiting for the 
time to pass stuck in

Chorus 1:
        G#m     B
Stuck in   slow motion
F#         C#m
  watching time go by
G#m        B         F#
   Minutes feel like hours
   C#m         G#m     B
no end in sight   Slow motion
F#       C#m    E
  taking over me I don t
wanna chill How can
            F#
I sit still when I know
the world is waiting?

Post Chorus: F#-- x2

Verse 2:
 G#
Eleven missed calls

another shade of lip gloss
  F#              B
Record a new song color my hair
C#                    G#
answer the phone He s asking
me out I ll have to think about
   F#
it Now I m running late to yeah
B            C#
I gotta rush no time to waste

Refrain 2:
  A
I like my world spinning
       B
just a little too fast
    A/C#
But now I m on a



freeway doing
               Eb
fifteen In the middle
of a traffic jam stuck in

(Repeat Chorus 1)

Bridge:
C#m A E
       Look ahead
      B
cause that s where
            C#m A E
you ll find me
You know I get 
B(hold)
bored easily
C#m            A
   Too much to do
to do nothing
E
  I m always in a
B
rush to do something
C#m
   We get all dressed
A
up show up at
    B
the club The
line s around
    (hold)
the block and 
we re stuck in

Chorus 2:
        G#m     B
Stuck in   slow motion
F#         C#m
  watching time go by
G#m        B         F#
   Minutes feel like hours
   C#m         G#m     B
no end in sight   Slow motion
F#       C#m    E
  taking over me I don t
wanna chill How can
            F#
I sit still when I know
the world is waiting?



        G#m     B
Stuck in   slow motion
F#         C#m
  watching time go by
G#m        B         F#
   Minutes feel like hours
   C#m         G#m     B
no end in sight   Slow motion
F#       C#m    E
  taking over me I don t
wanna chill How can
            F#
I sit still when I 
get a little still crazy?
E
How can I slow down
I don t really
         F#
know how When I know
             (hold)
the world is waiting


